Same but Different Post-show Q & A
Transcript from the Chat 04-02-2021

19:29:01   From  Allison Coyne Carroll : Hello! If you are here for the Same but Difference performance, follow this link:
19:29:12   From  Allison Coyne Carroll : http://www.middlebury.edu/stream3
19:29:48   From  Allison Coyne Carroll : The post-show Q&A will start here shortly after 8:10 PM
20:10:31   From  Pieter Broucke : That is 220 screens, but a lot more viewers!
20:17:19   From  Tara Affolter : Thank you!!!!
20:20:19   From  Donald Kollisch : I’m looking forward to sharing this dance with 2 choreographer/dancers in New York. And it occurs to me that this is NOT a downtown NYC dance. I say this because it is not ironic. It isn’t a side-long glance. It isn’t a wink. It is straight-on and authentic, without shame. So...if you’ve performed this in New York, how was it received?
20:21:08   From  Allison Coyne Carroll : Beautifully put, Donald!
20:22:14   From  Maya Sykes : Lida: Have you ever taught in K-12? Did your student experience during K-12 led you to higher education?
20:23:05   From  Tara Affolter : Heck yeah!!!
20:23:06   From  Sharyl Green : Set and improvised dance moves - what was the portion of each in this piece?
20:24:06   From  Kristen, Rena, Akari : I want the mini series too! -Akari
20:24:15   From  Liv and Hannah : You’re Beyonce to us!
20:24:40   From  Tara Affolter : Facts^ They both are!
20:25:34   From  Sharyl Green : power in nuance! for sure and in the intimacy - so authentic
20:26:06 From Donald Kollisch: Could you talk a bit about how you co-choreographed? There seemed to be a lot of “Same but Different”.

20:32:37 From Kristen, Rena, Akari: yay Jenn and Sam!!!! -- Rena :)

20:50:30 From Christal and Lida: @sbddabce

20:50:58 From Pieter Broucke to Allison Coyne Carroll (Direct Message): Thank you, Allison. Again magnificent! Amazing work, amazing part of the series. One more…. THANX

20:52:08 From Allison Coyne Carroll to Pieter Broucke (Direct Message): Thanks Pieter. They're such great collaborators to work with!